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Dataset

GOAL
• Prepare corpus of previously-collected data
on ASL acquisi:on to share with other
researchers
WHY?
• Shared data will permit more researchers to
conduct studies of ASL acquisi:on and use

UConn CLESS Child ASL Data (Lillo-Mar:n & Chen Pichler 2008)
• Spontaneous produc:on data from 4 Deaf children of Deaf parents, ages 1;04-4;01
• Interlocutors: Deaf parents; hearing, signing experimenters

What kind of corpus?
“a collec:on of
(1) machine-readable,
(2) authen:c texts which is
(3) sampled to be
(4) representa:ve of a par:cular language or
language variety” (McEnery, Xiao & Tono 2006: 5)

Child

# Sessions

Age begin

Age end

Time observed Est. # gloss
(hrs:mins)
tokens

Est. # child
utterances

ABY
JIL
NED
SAL
Total

79
83
44
18
224

1;04.22
1;07.03
1;05.28
1;07.18

3;04.07
3;07.09
4;01.28
2;10.01

73:43
79:16
40:00
17:11
210:10

16,600
17,800
9,000
3,900
47,300

130,000
119,000
60,000
23,000
332,000

Tools (with Onno Crasborn)
ASL SignBank – Lexicon of ID glosses (cf. Johnston 2001) – currently ~2200 signs

Exis:ng shared ASL data include

ELAN bridge – Connec:on between ELAN
and SignBank
• SignBank ﬁelds visible in ELAN
• Pop-up window with gloss op:ons
• Edit SignBank from within ELAN
• Automa:c upda:ng of SignBank glosses
• Automa:c POS tagging
• Other ELAN improvements for ease
of use

Reconsen)ng
(Chen Pichler et al. 2015, 2016)
• Need to request consent for data sharing
from all par:cipants
• Seek ethically-sound, community-supported
prac:ces for decision-making
• Focus groups for input
from various types of stakeholders
• Protec:on of
individual rights primary
concern; research poten:al
important but secondary
• Give par:cipants op:on
for diﬀerent levels of sharing
• Policies for special cases:
segments to be edited out;
faces blurred
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Introduction

Focus Group

Sign language acquisition research depends on
videos of signing children, often collected
longitudinally and in intimate settings. In the last
40 years, researchers have amassed at least
hundreds of hours of such video footage,
representing enormous potential for scientific
investigation, yet most videos are kept private
and have never been shared. Also, video data
must be catalogued, tagged, and transcribed to
maximize usefulness in research, but doing so

requires a community of users.
We are currently building an archive for
sharing previously-collected video data, in hopes
that current technology will enable growth in
linguistic analyses and more efficient
processing. However, we must first establish
guidelines for sharing sign language video data
and obtaining consent from former research
participants. Many important issues of privacy
and trust must be addressed first.

Discussion of select complex and multifaceted issues related to video data sharing.
These issues and responses are shared below.
Two focus groups at Gallaudet University (DC)
and at the American School for the Deaf (CT)
•Deaf of Deaf adults former/possible participants
•Signing family members
•Researchers interested in sign language
•Current and former research assistants

General comfort with sharing videos
on the internet

Sharing longitudinally collected
spontaneous video data

Potentially uncomfortable scenes

There were clear age-related differences among
focus group participants on this issue.
"It’s an exchange. We as research participants
give up our privacy in allowing ourselves to be
filmed, but in return, the researchers must
respect our preferences and wishes.”
- Deaf woman, 46 or older

Measures that would increase comfort
level with video data sharing

Sharing with other researchers (but not general
public) should occur. Such sharing should be
restricted in ways to increase the likelihood of
responsible use.

Impossibility of fully controlling how
others use shared video data

Possibilities:
* the use of a board with Deaf and hearing
researchers to evaluate requests for access
* to receive input from “whistle-blowers” with
consequences for violations of acceptable use
guidelines.

Potentially uncomfortable
scenes should be evaluated
for research value.
Participants expressed trust
in the researchers’
judgment.

Appropriate age for
former child research
participants to re-consent

Temper tantrum

"My son is 15, still a minor. But if he tells me he
no, then I will respect his wishes, regardless of
what his reasons are.” - Hearing parent of a
Deaf child, 46 or older

“It’s true that researchers can’t guarantee that
shared video data won’t be misused. So it’s
important that researchers inform families of this
fact before they agree to participate in research. Hearing parent of a Deaf child, 46 or older

“My data is out there. It’s
there. There may be
sticky issues but the Deaf
community is so small, we
have to think about it.
And talk about it.”
- Deaf man in his twenties

Collecting consent from incidental
appearances in video footage.
Very incidental appearances were
generally deemed to not warrant
consent/reconsent. It is much less
clear-cut for longer incidental
appearances. People agreed that
researchers have a serious
obligation to respect the wishes of
the people they film.

Collecting consent from research
assistants appearing in video footage

Freedom for former research
participants to change preferences

There were differences of opinion across the focus
groups on whether research assistants should be
treated the same way as former participants with
respect to re-consent (CT), or whether being on
video is an automatically assumed part of a
research assistant’s job, and thus does not require
re-consent (DC).

“Researchers must always respect the wishes
of former research participants if they decide
to withdraw consent, even if this change
occurs many years after filming.”
This requires much more active and sustained
contact between researchers and former
participants than is currently standard.

Conclusion

The major take-away points from discussions:
• Focus group participants generally supportive of
research using videotaped sign data, but stress
importance of sustained and transparent
communication between researchers and
research participants, something that many felt
has been neglected the past.
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• Critically important to continue this dialogue more
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prior to any large-scale archiving and sharing,
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stakeholders in the community.
• Some important differences depending on age
group and location that must be explored in more
detail.
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"On the consent forms, I checked “Yes, yes,
yes…” straight down the whole page,
everything was fine with me. But I expect to be
contacted every now and then with updates.
Don’t come and film us then just disappear."
- Deaf woman, 46 or older
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• Con:nuing to revise annota:on
conven:ons for internal/ external
consistency, partnered with ASL-LEX
(Caselli et al., 2016)
• Currently conver:ng old annota:on
ﬁles to new system
• Comple:ng annota:on of previously
unﬁnished ﬁles
• Popula:ng ASL SignBank with new signs
and search aids

Websites of some exis)ng
SL corpora
hKp://hsldb.georgetown.edu/
hKp://blackaslproject.gallaudet.edu/
BlackASLProject/Welcome.html
hKp://www.auslan.org.au/about/
corpus/
hKp://www.bslcorpusproject.org/
hKps://signbank.csc.ﬁ/
hKp://www.sign-lang.unihamburg.de/dgs-korpus/
hKp://www.ru.nl/corpusngten/

• Conduc:ng basic descrip:ve analyses (MLU, IPSyn)
• Completed two focus groups to establish reconsen:ng process guidelines
• Completed “bridge” linking ASL SignBank to ELAN
allowing for direct, controlled annota:on of our
glosses

Future Plans

• Release each data set as it is prepared
• Share tools open source
• Share video only when annota:ons not available
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